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DEMOUNTABLE BALUSTRADE SYSTEM
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS & USER GUIDE

You have purchased a JELD-WEN stair fitted with
a revolutionary demountable balustrade system.

This guide will help you to utilise the system
giving you ease of access to the stair well.

EASY TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS FOR
DEMOUNTABLE BALUSTRADE SYSTEM

1. Prepare: you will

5. After completing

9. Hold the newel

need a screwdriver
(Phillips & flat head)
and spanner

this task at both ends
of the balustrade,
unscrew the floor rail

top, loosen the nut
and remove newel
top

2. Remove the cover

6. Once all bolts are

caps from the newel to
expose fitting bolt for
the handrail

removed and floor rail
unscrewed, carefully lift
off the assembled
balustrade

3. Unscrew the bolt

7. This will leave behind

using your screwdriver

the end spindles, these
can be simply lifted off
their dowel pegs

4. Remove the bolt
and keep safely

8. This now leaves the
newel tops to be
removed, remove cover
caps from rear of newel
to expose fitting

10. To reassemble follow instructions
in reverse

11. Ensure the handrail
bolt locates in the end
cap correctly otherwise
the hand rail will not
relocate squarely

12. Also, carefully re-locate the loose end
spindles into the groove on the underside
of the hand rail assembly

CAUTION: the demountable balustrade option should only be used as a temporary measure for the moving of furniture and other such large items, the
stairwell should be protected to prevent accidents. You should carry out your own risk assessment before using this facility to ensure safety at all times.

